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In this book a new view, different from what is explained
the universe, is presented. According to this alternative
cosmology the universe has not begun at a particular
moment of time, and is not expanding since an explosion
has taken place at the beginning of creation. Instead, the
universe is eternally existing without any beginning or
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analysis of observational data in different wavelengths,
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and revolves around the idea that there exists an
eternally unchanging design, which appears in a similar
way in different scales. It proposes a fractal universe,
which is made of smaller replicas of itself, which in turn
are made of even smaller images of the same design, and
so on. In it time exists as fluctuations entangled in a
pattern which is timeless. The book delves with the ideas
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by the big-bang theory about the creation of structures in

of a hidden order and deals with the concepts of chaos
theory, fractal geometry and evolution of fractal knots.
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Nothing is inseparable; no accident can ever derail the

BOOKS OF EXISTENCE,

Through it the readers will be acquainted with a
universe,

fine-tuned

between

equilibrium

and

course of its path of fulfilling the eternal design, which
upholds the existence of all united as ONE. It opens the
vision of a profound universe where one may be able see
God as inseparably one with all existing from the micro
to the macro cosmos.

